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UT Libraries MaxData Team
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UT Libraries MaxData Team
Survey on use of e-journals during 
September 2005 - November 2005
Gathered e-journal usage data from that 
time period
Combined data from COUNTER JR1 
reports to prepare for analysis with other 
local data from same time period
UT Libraries Environment
260+ E-resources (subscription) listed on 
our database menu (2004-05)
E-journals (2004-05)
17,236 titles from aggregators
6,265 from publishers, etc.
SFX used to generate E-journal list and 
URLs and short records for catalog
UT Libraries Environment
30 vendors provided COUNTER-
compliant reports for UT subscriptions for 
2005



































Specific From/To date range
Acquisition/Web Interface: 
Selection of Data














Titles – all uppercase, mixed, leading 
articles, subscriber id
Formats/Data Fields
ISSN – leading 0’s , starting with “, enclosed in “” , 
with/without hyphen, ISBN appearing in ISSN field
COUNTER: ISSN  

Formats/Data Fields
Numeric fields with “n/a” or spaces or 
dash for missing data or no use or not yet 
available
The Counts (JR1): Issues
Vendor only lists publications with usage 
Accessible titles, but paid for by another 






Augmenting UT Vendor Data
Convert ISSN to xxxx-xxxx format
Remove subscriber ID from some titles
Add Publisher and Platform columns 
(COUNTER, rev. 2)
Add collection name to Platform when 
possible 
Separate instances where all journal 
reports (JR1, JR2, …) appear on the 
same page
Challenges: Vendor
Minimize post-download processing of 
files by library staff
One programmer can save labor for 
hundreds of library staffers
Suggestions for Project 
COUNTER
Add a title sorting field: uppercase, leading 
articles and commas removed
Provide a standard for collections with 
multiple document types
To “make better-informed purchasing 
decisions”
Add the subscribed  E-resource 
collection/service (concatenate to 
Platform name)
Identify subscribed vs. non-subscribed 
journals 
Suggestions for Project 
COUNTER
Deal with errors of omission and 
commission in audit
Check for zero-use titles
Check for titles that we may not have 
access to
Establish an ISSN standard – most 
important field
Opportunities
Helpful tools and initiatives
MPS ScholarlyStats




UKSG / Project Counter Usage Factor 
Feasibility Study
SUSHI
John Martin, chief commercial director at Swets, 
says that the main impact of SUSHI will be to allow 
Swets to improve its service to customers. "At the 
moment, publishers base their usage on the 
number of users, which is an estimate. If they 
could actually demonstrate what the usage is 
they could come up with the perfect model for 
pricing," he said.
Tracey Caldwell, "Sushi to Satisfy Usage Demands," Information 
World Review, 17 January 2006, p. 3. (Retrieved from LexisNexis 




Top 10 articles viewed 
Daily usage along with turnaways
Opportunities
COUNTER, Release 2 (JR1)
Platform and Publisher columns added
Dates Month-YYYY
Separate totals for HTML and PDF 
downloads
Examples of CSV formats for usage
MaxData
Future
Look at related use data from SFX for September 
through November 2005
Survey about vendor use data: amount of time, 




ERUS (Electronic Resources Usage Statistics): 
http://web.simmons.edu/~andersoc/erus/
SUSHI (Standardized Usage Statistics 
Harvesting Initiative ): 
http://www.niso.org/committees/SUSHI/SUSHI_
comm.html
UKSG / Project Counter Usage Factor 
Feasibility Study: http://www.uksg.org/rfp.pdf
